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Pekoe Faucet

Concealed Toilet

American Standard makes great looking products that have exceptional performance.



Stainless Steel Sink Grids in all sizes
Chef Pro Sinks

Stainless Steel Sinks
Handmade Copper Sinks

Chrome, satin nickle and antique brass faucets.



hardware

Styles are ever-changing and ever-evolving, each Atlas collection pays homage
to a specific design motif, whether it be minimalist, classic, retro or futuristic.

Come see the boards and samples we 
have on display at our Showroom!



Kitchen Faucets

Bar Faucets

Bathroom Faucets

Laundry Faucets

Tub/Shower Bath Accessories

Banner faucets provide you with an excellant quality product for your home or
buisness at surprisingly affordable prices. With varying models, finishes and handle
options, there are over 600 faucets to choose from and over 350 complimenting

bath accessories. Banner truly is your best faucet value!



Washable Pewter

A gift of Crosby & Taylor pewter is something to share and to treasure. Made primarily from tin, it origionates 
in the Earth and after being cast by hand, finished by hand and assembled by hand, it developes a value that no 
factory can produce.  And like fine wine, pewter only grows better with age. It never requires polishing, for it 
developes its own patina - a natural finish which pewter collectors know and covet. 

Stoneware

Our American-made stoneware items are all hand-thrown and hand-glazed. Variations are to be expected and 
enjoyed since they are proof the true artisanal nature of the piece! Each piece is offered in five lustrous glazes 
and numerous design motifs..

Coffee Scoops
$24

Petite Salt Pots
$39

Salt Pots
$39

Utensil Crocks
$39

Coffee Canisters
$69

Spoon Rests
$24$59

Measuring Spoons



ELEVATE YOUR SPACE

Founded in 1986, Crossville® is America’s choice for quality porcelain tile, metal accents
and glass mosaics. Family owned and operated, it’s their value system – green thinking,
quality products, family first - that sets them apart from other tile manufacturers.

On display at the Renovisions Showroom.

Hydrotech
Cleaner. Greener. Smarter.
Antimicrobial Benefits



With the appearance 
of a custom-crafted
3 dimentional
ceiling, the drop
ceiling product 
adds character
to a room.

Encouraged by the success of its ceiling system, WoodTrac engineers created
a simple, yet affordable, wood-based closet design. Understanding both homeowners
organizational needs and demands for simplicity, WoodTrac pulled from its furniture

expertise to introduce WoodTrac Closets.

Designed with your needs in mind, whether you are looking for a stand alone armoire or have a walk-in 
closet in need of organization. 9 distinct door styles, 3 wood species and over 20 finishes. 



Reveal Imaging™
 

This state-of-the-art digital printing process
produces realistic color, detail and veining that is 
unique on every single tile, for a look that's virtually

indistinguishable from natural stone.

Certified Porcelain
 

Indicates product is certified by the Porcelain
Tile Certification Agency. Daltile is committed
to providing only the highest quality porcelain
products. Every porcelain product has been
certified - or is in the process of being certified.certified - or is in the process of being certified.

Photo features Coastal Keystones
Treasure Island 2 x 1
Straight-Joint Mosaic

on backsplash and countertop.

Castle Rock

West Tower

Chateau Creme



- Zero Water Absorption
- Color Stability
- Dimensional Stability
- Impact Resistant
- High Resistance to Fire & Heat
- Resistance to Abrasion
- Resistance to Stains- Resistance to Stains
- Resistance to Ice & Thawing
- Highly Resistant to Scratching
- High UV Resistance



Touch20 Technology

The convenience you want, in popular styles and finishes you love.

A shower head and valve
with some upgrade options.

A completely customizable 
shower experience.

Delta's Jetted Shower™ is the only
semi-custom shower in the industry,
providing a jetted shower experience
without having to resize the plumbing 
pipes, drain or water heater. It features
a shower head and two spray jets with
a wide, revitalizing, yet relaxing spray. a wide, revitalizing, yet relaxing spray. 



dream in style
DREAMLINETM

Slimline
Single Threshold
Shower Base

DreamLine's mission is to provide bathroom fixtures and accessories of the highest quality,
creative design and exceptional value. These goals are met by building on a corporate culture of
innovation, intense commitment to quality, attention to detail, high performance teams in all aspects
of the business and a constant focus on customer satisfaction. If you have been waiting to build the
"Bathroom of Your Dreams" now is the time with DreamLine - bringing your bathroom designs to life!

DreamLine jetted and steam showers, hydrotherapy shower columns, and shower enclosures
are designed to combine outstanding quality, beautiful design, and great functionality.are designed to combine outstanding quality, beautiful design, and great functionality.

DreamLine showers and shower enclosures are the perfect final touch for any bathroom.



Sink
Bottom Grids

Harmony
Pull-Down
Faucet

Magnetic sink
with E-Dock
accessories.

On display at the
Renovisions
Showroom.

Sinks and faucets designed to last the test of time. Precision crafted with outstanding
materials to give your home the finishing touch you desire. With the choices an options

you need to spark your imagination and beautifully complement your decor.



Good kitchen design doesn’t stop with style. It must also keep up wtih the fast pace
of modern life. GE makes a tremendous variety of appliances and kitchen products,
that are most often mentioned among top-rated brands as offering best buyes!

Check out the latest 
cutting edge GE 
models here in our 
showroom.





White Painted
Maple Inset Cabinets
on display in the

Renovisions Showroom.

Two-Toned Blue
and White Cabinets

Bathroom Vanity:
Inset Cabinetry with
White Painted Finish

White painted 
Inset Cabinets

Contemporary Styled Cabinetry
in Cherry Wood with Stained Finish

Seattle style door
available in over
50 stains and
painted colors.



Holland Bar Stool Co.

Custom barstools ordered for a recent kitchen Renovision

Swivel Barstools

Outdoor Barstools

Choose from a variety of beautiful
fabrics for outdoor climates.  

Wood
Dining
Chair

All chairs and bar stools are constructed from the finest solid Red Appalachian
oak or solid hardwood maple.  The stainless steel stools have an oven-baked
powder-coat finish that is extremely durable and long lasting, while the wood is
finished with the finest catalyzed lacquer in the industry.  Custom heights,
custom wood finishes and your own upholstery material is welcomed!



Comfort Height Toilets

Memoires Toilet

Archer Tub

Memoires Undermount Sink



Please note our website www.renovisions.scent-team.com
or stop by our showroom to pick one up today! 



Decorative
safety grab bars
in all sizes!



A daily steam shower is one of the most refreshing rewards you can give yourself. Step inside and feel your senses 
expand. Boundaries soften and disappear. This is the most sensual of beauty rituals: relaxation and rejuvenation, 
stimulation and exhilaration.
SteamTherapy keeps you glowing as warm moisture opens your pores, leaving your skin softer and more supple. 
Steam cleanses and nourishes the skin, leaving it with a healthy glow. It hydrates dry skin. And, hallelujah, it can also 
aid in the fight against cellulite while boosting your metabolism.
That daiThat daily steam indulgence is a natural detox that removes harmful impurities from your body. It can also enhance 
your breathing, leaving you with an improved sense of tranquility, promoting restful sleep and wellness.
As if that weren’t enough, steam is also recommended for the relief of symptoms of colds, flu, sinusitis, bronchitis, 
allergies, asthma, throat irritation, arthritis and more. Sore, tired muscles? Rigid joints? Steam eases the pain. 
And don’t forget the wellness benefits of aromatherapy and chromatherapy, along with the calming swirl of music 
that turns that dreadful day into a distant memory.



Porcelanosa offers some of the most advanced Tile, Kitchen and Bath products 
for both commercial and residential applications. Our large product offering

will satisfy the needs of every project, budget and application.

LIVE BEAUTIFULLY

The lifestyle notion at PORCELANOSA also conveys their commitment to quality, 
innovation and the environment. Strict testing, quality controls and innovation 
are the very reason why their customers enjoy the PORCELANOSA lifestyle for as 
long as they own their homes. Last but not least, their lifestyle products have 

been manufactured using environmentally friendly technologies.





Medicine
Cabinets



Shaws Sinks

KITCHEN
     For centuries, the kitchen has been the heart of the home. Today this tradition continues. ROHL adds a 
dash of efficiency, elegance and innovation to the mix resulting in the delectable ROHL Kitchen Collection.  
An array of authentically crafted faucets, fixtures and time-honored sinks bring honest charm to any décor.
     Grace the kitchen space with the ROHL Kitchen Collection and enjoy years of style and function. The 
finest components serve up the kind of authentic luxury that only ROHL can bring to the table.

BATH
  No other room is as conducive to self-pampering as the bath. ROHL helps create personal expressions of 
repose. Transform the bath into a private sanctuary with selections that suit any unique style. Select grand
Edwardian, rustic Tuscan, or streamlined Modern. Each series is paired with matching accessories to
complete the vision.
  With a broad range of offerings, ROHL faucets and fixtures create the focal point for any bath, providing
exceptional designsexceptional designs, unmatched quality, and leading-edge innovation. Value is a ROHL cornerstone which
results in stunning products in a range of price points. Escape the everyday when you make the bath
exceptional with ROHL.

Edwardian Era Transitional EraGeorgian Era



SenSa Granite is a product of nature
and therefore it is not possible to

guarantee that in-store samples and or 
replica photographs will exactly match 
the final countertop that is installed.
With natuWith nature’s help, each SenSa Granite 
slab is unique with different patterns,
textures, shades and coloring.



Contains Microban to inhibit the growth of bacteria, mold 
and mildew creating a safer surface for food preperation.



Dedicated to constantly
taking the necessary steps to offer
you the finest water treatment
systems available.

  Provides your family with great tasting, fast-flowing Premium Quality Water directly from your 
kitchen faucet or throughout your entire home. No need to drill a hole for a separate filtered-water 
faucet. Great tasting water on demand and convenient to use for Drinking, Cooking, Coffee, Juices, 
Rinsing Vegetables and Fruits, Ice Cubes, etc. Maintains the bottled-water quality you are accustomed 
to. Reduces the Chlorine that can give the water an off taste, be breathed in, absorbed through your 
skin, dry your skin and damage/discolor your hair. Less expensive and a lot more convenient to use. 
    Reduces the Chlorine/Chloramine that can give the water an off taste. Reduces Lead and THMs. 
Reduces Cysts/Parasites that may be in your water and are resistant to Chlorine. Reduces Dirt and Rust 
particles and Fibers from degrading distribution piping. 
  Features a proprietary blend of filtration media to extend cartridge life, including carbon. Leaves in 
Minerals and Fluoride. 
    Scale Stabilizer™ reduces Scale buildup on ice makers, coffee makers, instant hot water dispensers, 
etc. Helps water-using appliances that heat or chill water work more efficiently. Helps your water-using 
appliances and fixtures last longer, your clothes last longer and reduces the amount of laundry, cleaning 
and skin care products used, saving you time and money. 



For over two decades, St. Thomas Creations has been synonymous with bathroom
products of quality and distinction - water closets, bidets, lavatories and other

accessories that combine technological innovation with elegant design and impeccable 
craftsmanship. The result: products that perform as beautifully as they look

that add elegance and grace to every bathroom in your home.

ST. THOMAS CREATIONS
BATHROOMS THAT WORK BEAUTIFULLY.





Always the perfect opening.

Please 
check out our
knob and pull
hardware
displays.



On display
at the

Renovisions
Showroom



Warmly Yours can be installed under tile, hardwood, carpet
or floating floors. They are highly energy efficient and cost
effective and come with a 10 year warranty. Warmly Yours also 
offers three new electric towel warmers and contemporary
styles to fit any decor and an anti-fog mirror system!

Towel Warmers



On display in our
showroom!

We will customize your vanity configuration to meet your style
preferences and needs. Available in just a few weeks in different
stained and painted finishes. High quality, all wood vanity cabinets. 
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